
BACKGROUND
In 2009, the City of  Vancouver published 
Vancouver 2020: A Bright Green Future to 
outline its long-term goals to become the 
greenest city of  the developed world in just 
nine years from now. In June of  2010, the Talk 
Green To Us program was launched to empower 
and enable community to become involved with 
idea generation. By December of  2010, working 
groups within the city finalized the draft of  the 
Greenest City Action Plan. Just this past Spring 
the plan was ratified and approved by city 
council.

The Long Table Series comes at a time post-
idea creation and post-consultation, but pre-
implementation. Each of  the city staff  who have 
identified needs to help implement the Greenest 

ADDRESSING THE NEED FOR A PLACE WHERE VANCOUVERITES CAN MEET, 
TALK, LEARN ABOUT AND ENACT THE GREENEST CITY GOALS, THE LONG 
TABLE SERIES IS A SEQUENCE OF EVENTS THAT BRING NEIGHBOURS, 
PROFESSIONALS, CHILDREN AND CITIZENS TOGETHER TO COLLABORATE 
AROUND FOCUSED TOPICS OF SUSTAINABILITY. 

The table itself  is an artifact of  collaboration: 
it is constructed by students from a fallen, 
Vancouver-grown douglas fir and is scaled to 
allow for up to thirty people to eat, work and 
play together. The Long Table comes apart and 
can fit into a regular car, making it accessible 
to a variety of  groups for community events, 
meetings, parties, meals and charettes. 

Water Table, the first event in the Long Table 
Series, was an open invitation to celebrate 
Vancouver’s water. The event addressed the 

Greenest City target to reduce per capita water 
consumption by 33% and maintain highest 
quality standards for drinking water. Rain 
barrel installation demonstrations and an 
ordering system assisted guests at the table 
in participating in the City’s subsidized rain 
barrel program. Professor Rita Wong facilitated 
a discussion about the False Creek Watershed, 
and Bryn Davidson, from the University of  
British Columbia, spoke on the daylighting of  
some of  Vancouver’s lost streams.

CONSTRUCTION PROCESS
The Long Table was constructed from a douglas 
fir tree grown in Vancouver at Oak and 37th 
Avenue. The tree was donated to the project by 
the Parks Board, and was milled on site using 
an alaskan mill. 

The raw wood was dried for eight days in a kiln 
in Richmond, and then fabricated into a table 
by CityStudio students in wood shops at Emily 
Carr University of  Art + Design. 

DO YOU WANT A 
RAIN BARREL?
Come talk water to us on Saturday, December 10!

PURPOSE
The goal of  the Long Table Series is to connect 
the high-level, policy-based Greenest City Goals 
with real people and actions for implementing 
the Goals. 

For example, when the Greenest City Goals 
state the objective to “reduce per capita water 
consumption by 33%,” the Long Table Series 
brought a group of  people together, provided a 
process by which one could obtain and install 
a rain barrel, and had guests contextualizing 
the use of  a rain barrel in a larger story about 
water. 

Most importantly, the event built community 
around the implementation of  the goals: 
people are together in a space, talking about 
sustainability, participating in solution-making 
and building relationships with each other.

In total it is 27’ long, and made up of  three 
segments, making it easy to disassemble, 
transport and reassemble. 

Special thanks to Theunis Snyman, whose 
vision and carpentry skills were integral to the 
production of  the table.

Images by Duane Elverum, Theunis Snyman, Justin Hay and Ben 
Chan.

City Action Plan also identified a strong need to 
connect with community stakeholders. The 
goals, we learned, cannot be achieved 
without the involvement of  the residents of  
Vancouver and their contributions towards 
implementation. Therefore, rather than 
work towards a singular proposed task of  
contributing to one of  the Eat, Work, or Play 
goals, The Long Table Series was developed to 
help with the realization of  the entire Greenest 
City Action Plan. 

First came the plan…then came Talk Green To 
Us…now the city has The Long Table Series to 
help them deliver the goals to communities and 
to have communities deliver ideas and actions 
to the city.

METRICS
There were a series of  metrics associated with 
measuring the success of  the programming of  
the table and of  the table as both a metaphor 
and physical vehicle for building relationships 
within community. The first metric was simple: 
have people attend the event. We achieved a 
strong turnout, having all the seats at the table 
entirely filled at times, by reaching out to several 
community stakeholders, to the city, and by 
joining outreach efforts with the CityStudio 
Open House event, which was shared times and 
location.

The second metric was a direct request 
from Jennifer Bailey, the Water Quality and 
Conservation Manager for the city: obtain orders 
for rain barrels as well as contact information 
from individuals within Vancouver. To achieve this, 
the marketing of  the first of  

The Long Table Series, titled “WaterTable,” made 
evident the focus of  the event–rain barrels and 
the benefits of  rainwater harvesting. At the event, 
there were rain barrel demonstrations to illustrate 
their ease and simplicity as well as posters 
containing information graphics to breath new life 
into the story of  water and the role rain barrels 
can play in keeping waterways clean. At the end 
of  the event, a handful of  promises to purchase 
rain barrels were made by random attendees. 

The third metric was to obtain feedback to help 
plan for future The Long Table Series events. 
Because there was not a set deadline for 
receiving such feedback, it is continuing to arrive 
to each of  the group members. Currently, four 
groups–from a university, from the city, and from 
a pair of  community groups–have reserved use 
of  the table for a future event planned around 

sustainability. This, when combined with the 
various municipal and national press The Long 
Table Series has received, speaks to the interest 
in development of  the project. 

Lastly, the fourth metric should be noted as 
only half  complete: obtain video footage of  
the event and of  a subsequent installation of  a 
rain barrel at a participant’s residence. Three 
of  those interested in purchasing rain barrels 
have also agreed to allow for documentation 
of  the installation in exchange for help offered 
by the group with the installation. This footage, 
when edited with the footage obtained from the 
“WaterTable” event, will provide a visual metric of  
the success of  the event in empowering everyday 
citizens to become involved with sustainability 
and issues related to the Clean Water goal of  the 
Greenest City Action Plan.

OUTCOMES + IMPACTS
A STACK OF ORDERS FOR RAIN BARRELS 
was obtained at our first Long Table event 
on Saturday, December 10, 2011. This was 
directly requested by Jennifer Bailey, Water 
Quality and Conservation Manager, and Carolyn 
Drugge, Policy Analyst, Waterworks Design 
at the City of  Vancouver, and ties directly to 
their need to drum up public enthusiasm for 
participating in water conservation. 

THE LONG TABLE is finished and available for 
community groups to use. Already the table has 
been requested for the Emily Carr Student’s 
Union AGM and for the West Vancouver Public 
Library’s Earth Day event. The table will be 
stored at Emily Carr, and communications 
about the table are managed through a shared 
email address longtableseries@gmail.com. 
We have developed a short manifesto to be 
ceremoniously read at the beginning of  each 
Long Table event.

A REPORT ON THE LONG TABLE will be 
delivered to Sean Pander, Assistant Director, 
Sustainability at the City of  Vancouver and 
Tilo Driessen, Vancouver Board of  Parks and 
Recreation. Sean Pander expressed the need 
to build excitement about the Greenest City 
Goals, and was key in the development of  our 
project.  Tilo Driessen discussed his desire for 
an outdoor classroom in Vancouver; our table 
could be the site for this (or a beta version 
of  it). Our objective is to have the Long Table 
Series continue, and we feel that now that 
it exists, Sean Pander and Tilo Driessen will 
continue to champion the project.

The pursuit of  becoming the greenest city of  
all developed countries requires an interface 
with everyday people. Moreover, the big 
challenges involved with making human 
existence sustainable require unprecedented 
collaboration. This collaboration needs 
everyone to take a seat at the table.

The Long Table Series delivers the Greenest 
City Goals to communities with dynamic 
discussions, demonstrations and a long 
table where neighbours can meet, learn and 
collaborate around practical applications of  
sustainability. The table was created from 
a fallen Douglas Fir given by the city to five 
students of  the first ever CityStudio cohort. For 

them, the city became the classroom and from 
that classroom came this table around which 
fellow citizens now meet.

Enjoy this table. Love this table. Bring to this 
table your conscience, your inquiry, your 
compassion, and your creativity. May what 
happens around this table help in ways both 
large and small, simple and complex, to 
address the paramount challenges facing us 
and how we inhabit our precious planet.

Thank you for taking the time to be here. Have 
a seat…

To be read at the commencement of each Long Table event.

Image by Samantha Lefort. THE LONG TABLE TEAM from left to right. 

JUSTIN HAY is a third year Interaction Design 
student at Emily Carr University of  Art + 
Design from Trinidad and Tobego.

ALEXANDRIA MITCHELL is studying Political 
Science at the University of  British Columbia. 
She is from British Columbia.

JOSHUA WELSH is completing his Master’s of  
Advanced Studies in Landscape Architecture at 
the University of  British Columbia. He is from 
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.

LAURA KOZAK is completing her Master’s 
of  Advanced Studies in Architecture at the 
University of  British Columbia.

THEUNIS SNYMAN is studying Industrial 
Design at Emily Carr University of  Art + Design. 
He is from South Africa.

THE LONG TABLE MANIFESTO

Professor Rita Wong in conversation at the Long Table on 
December 10, 2011. Image by Clea Lautrey.

REFERENCES + RESOURCES HOW TO MAKE A RAIN BARREL

Three minute video that demonstrates how to make a low-cost, 

home rain barrel using a recycled olive bucket.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=YzcCtBy7wLg

DESIGN IN THE TERRAIN OF WATER

A symposium at Penn School of  Design which invited 
participants came from across disciplines and the globe to 
re-imagine our relationship with water, challenge current 
visualizations, and probe projects and design thinking that 

constitute water, in its visible and invisible presences.

http://terrain.design.upenn.edu/

RESIDENTIAL WATER CONSERVATION

How to check for leaks. Even if  you are carefully watching your 
water usage, you could still be using a lot of  extra water due to 

leaking appliances or plumbing fixtures...

http://www.metrovancouver.org/services/water/conservation/Pages/residential.aspx

CITY FARMER

City of  Vancouver downspout disconnection program.

www.cityfarmer.org/downspout96.html

BC’S WATER ACT MODERNIZATION

Ministry of  Environment, Government of  British Columbia. 

http://livingwatersmart.ca/water-act/docs/wam_wsa-policy-proposal.pdf

THE CENTER FOR URBAN PEDAGOGY

A nonprofit organization that uses design and art to improve 
public participation in shaping the places where we all live; a 

valuable precedent in imagining uses for the Long Table.

http://www.anothercupdevelopment.org/

VIVA VANCOUVER

VIVA Vancouver is transforming street spaces into people 
places and giving you extra space to walk, bike, dance, skate, 
sit, hang out with friends and meet your neighbours. 

http://vancouver.ca/engsvcs/streets/vivavancouver/

KITCHEN TABLE SUSTAINABILITY

A resource to help guide and support the challenges of  
engaging with sustainability in order to make a difference for a 
community, an organisation and the Earth.

http://kitchentablesustainability.com/

THANK YOU
The Long Table Series will continue to be made possible only 
through the ongoing support and participation of  the City 
of  Vancouver, educational institutions, students, businesses, 
neighbours and you. 

Ben Chan, Emily Carr University of  Art + Design 

Bill Stephens,  City Arborist, City of  Vancouver

Bonne Zabolotney, Dean, Design + Dynamic Media, Emily Carr 
University of  Art + Design

Carolyn Drugge, Policy Analyst, Waterworks Design, City of  
Vancouver

Celia Brauer

Clea Lautrey, Emily Carr University of  Art + Design 

David Morgan, Shop Tech, Emily Carr University of  Art + Design

Duane Elverum, Janet Moore and Lena Soots, CityStudio 
Vancouver

Dysco Truck Rental

Jennifer Bailey, Water Quality & Conservation Program 
Manager, City of  Vancouver, Water Design Branch
ICI Paints

Kerrisdale Tool Rentals

Sadira Rodrigues, Dean, Continuing Studies, Emily Carr 
University of  Art + Design
Sean Pander, Sustainability, City of  Vancouver

Sheila and Guy, Pan Abode Canada

Emily Carr Student’s Union, Emily Carr University of  Art + 
Design

Tilo Driessen, Vancouver Board of  Parks and Recreation

Image by Ben Chan.


